How Biochemical Environments Fine-Tune a Redox Process: From Theoretical Models to Practical Applications.
In this study, we give a new physical insight into how enzymatic environments influence a redox process. This is particularly important in a biochemical context, in which oxidoreductase enzymes and low-molecular-weight cofactors create a microenvironment, fine-tuning their specific redox potential. We present a new theoretical model, quantitatively backed up by quantum chemically calculated data obtained for key biological sulfur-based model reactions involved in preserving the cellular redox homeostasis during oxidative stress. We show that environmental effects can be quantitatively predicted from the thermodynamic cycle linking ΔΔ G(OX/RED)ref-ligand values to the differential interaction energy ΔΔ Gint of the reduced and oxidized species with the environment. Our obtained data can be linked to hydrogen-bond patterns found in protein active sites. The thermodynamic model is further understood in the framework of molecular orbital theory. The key insight of this work is that the intrinsic properties of neither a redox couple nor the interacting environment (e.g., ligand) are enough by themselves to uniquely predict reduction potentials. Instead, system-environment interactions need to be considered. This study is of general interest as redox processes are pivotal to empower, protect, or damage organisms. Our presented thermodynamic model allows a pragmatically evaluation on the expected influence of a particular environment on a redox process, necessary to fully understand how redox processes take place in living organisms.